
 

 

PANEL RESULTS & COMMENTS 

2018 PROJECT SUPPORT II 
 

Hummingbird Project 
 
  
Your Project Title: Seeds of Community Resilience 

Your Project Summary: Cleveland Seed Bank's Seeds of Community Resilience Program is a series of 2 

seasonal seed-saving workshops which will be held in the Ohio City neighborhood beginning on January 

27th, 2018. These educational events are dynamic, diverse and inter-generational. They bring people 

together from all walks of life to learn, ask questions, share knowledge and work together as a community 

to collectively preserve culture and biodiversity, one seed, one plant and one person at a time. 

Final Score: Yes. Overall, the panel felt that the applicant provided evidence throughout the application that 

the funding criteria were met.   

CAC Grant Amount: $5,000 

 

 

To ensure an impartial and transparent application review process, CAC convened an online panel of arts 

and cultural professionals from outside the region who evaluated and scored eligible applications. 

Panelists scored each application based on the Funding Criteria—Public Benefit, Artistic and Cultural 

Vibrancy and Organizational Capacity—with an emphasis on Public Benefit. For more details regarding the 

panel process and full panelist bios, please review the Panel Guide. 

     
Michelle Currica 

(Philadelphia, PA) 

Ashe Helm-Hernández 

(Atlanta, GA) 

Ashley Hosseini 

(Bloomington, IN) 

Miah Michaelson 

(Indianapolis, IN) 

Francisco Ollervides 

(Caledonia, OH) 

 

On the next page you will find each panelist’s score and comment on your application in response to the 

question: With an emphasis on public benefit, does the applicant demonstrate evidence that it meets CAC’s 

three funding criteria? 

Note: Panelist scores and comments are presented in no particular order. 

  

http://www.cacgrants.org/assets/ce/Documents/Project%20Support/2018-PS-II-Panel-Guide-for-Web.pdf
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Score: Yes 

Comment: The applicant meets the funding criteria. There is a good demonstration of meaningful 

engagement in the community and deep level of understanding of the fundamental food gap within the 

community. The proposal is clear and the goals are obtainable. The project inspires the community to think 

creatively about sustainable food and is inter-generational. Support materials are relevant and offer insight 

as to how community members are engaging in a hands-on learning experience. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: Yes, this proposal meets the funding criteria. Public Benefit: The Hummingbird Project's Seeds 

of Community Resilience is building meaningful relationships with residents and community partners 

hosting accessible educational programming for its community and the general public. Its programming 

drew 317 attendees in 2017. The organization uses knowledge of its community, formulated through 

surveys at seed swapping events or through the online seed exchanges to collect feedback, to drive its 

work. Artistic & Cultural Vibrancy: The organization inspires its community to think creatively and differently 

about our food supply and makes an excellent case for seed saving as an ancient human tradition. An 

article included as an additional upload states "Humanity's creative expression isn't relegated to paper and 

canvas, clay, wood, and stone. The garden plot is a studio of creativity, and heirloom crop genes represent 

a palette full of color, flavor, and nutrition." The organization furthers the artistic and cultural vibrancy of its 

programming by engaging a diverse team of qualified arts and culture professionals and scientists to 

complete their project. Organizational Capacity: The Hummingbird Project has clear plans to implement the 

project and achieve its stated goals. The project budget is realistic and appropriate, the organization has a 

clear plan to reach the match requirement. 

 

 

 

Score: Somewhat 

Comment: It is the opinion of this reviewer that The Cleveland Seed Bank partially meets the funding criteria 

through their proposal Seeds of Community Resilience. They especially show the public benefit of this 

project towards community resilience by promoting biodiversity. They are responding to the need of a 

regional, diverse, and community-stewarded seed supply. They have a very diverse (though not too 

specific) community that drives their work. They have built meaningful relationships with local libraries as 

their community partners. Both proposed workshops (winter and spring seed swaps) will be accessible and 

inviting to their community and open to the public. You don’t even have to bring seeds to participate in the 

swaps! They appear to have organizational capacity to plan and successfully manage this project. They 

seem to have an engaged, diverse and competent board and expect to have at least 200 volunteer hours 

per event. They measure progress through growth in membership and feedback through surveys. Their 

budget is realistic and appropriate for the project. The match requirement is expected from corporate and 

individual donations, but if not met they have existing funds. 

 

Panelist 1 

Panelist 3 

Panelist 2 

Panelist 4 
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Score: Yes 

Comment: Very interesting! Application shows understanding of community and shows they use knowledge 

of their community to drive their work. Also shows how they engage their community to accomplish their 

mission. Organization appears very responsive and adaptable. They work with community partners and are 

accessible to all (regardless of knowledge of food systems, seeds, etc - they will meet you where you are 

at). Very clear plan, detailed budget. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: Artistic and Cultural Vibrancy - The application demonstrates strong artistic and cultural vibrancy. 

A robust series of activities are offered via this project. The inclusion of performing artists during the seed 

swap is notable. Organizational Capacity - The application demonstrates strong organizational capacity. A 

high level of activity and interest in such a short time points to (in part) a well run and responsible 

organization.Public Benefit - The application demonstrates public benefit. Clearly its community values and 

is impacted by the organizations work. I would have liked to have seen information on how its community 

is driving its work. The applicant states in part "...we are given the invaluable opportunity to meet 

elders..who share their knowledge...and empower us to make more informed decisions for our shared 

future." What are those decisions? That additional information would have strengthened this application. 

 

 

Questions? Cuyahoga Arts & Culture is here to assist. Please contact: 
 

Dan McLaughlin  India Pierre-Ingram 
manager – project support associate – communications & grant programs 
dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org     ipierreingram@cacgrants.org 

 216.515.8303 x101  216.515.8303 x107

Panelist 5 

mailto:dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org
mailto:ipierreingram@cacgrants.org

